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Abstract (en)
A bale wrapper apparatus (10) which comprises a wrapping table (11) including at least two spaced apart parallel rollers (12) for receiving a bale
(14) and operative to rotate the bale generally about its axis during wrapping with stretched film; holding means for holding a reel of stretchable
plastics film; means for applying relative rotation between said holding means and said table (11) about an upright axis extending generally
perpendicular to the axis of the bale (14) so that wrapping of the bale can take place; means for tilting the table (11) in a direction perpendicular to
the axes of the rollers (12) in order to discharge a wrapped bale (14a) from the table (11); and a receiving cradle (15) mounted on the frame (16)
of the apparatus (10) so as to receive the wrapped bale (14a) when the latter is discharged from the table (11), said bale (14a) being movable in
a direction generally perpendicular to its axis so as to be received by the cradle (15): in which: a) the receiving cradle (15) is adjustable between
a bale-receiving position in which the bale axis extends substantially parallel to a support surface (18) on which the apparatus (10) is standing,
and an inclined discharge position in which the wrapped bale (14a) can move generally lengthwise of its axis in order to take-up a stacked end-
on position (14b) extending upwardly from the support surface (18); and b) the cradle (15) includes support means (19, 19a, 25) for supporting the
bale (14a) when it is received by the cradle (15), said support means being movable with the cradle (15) to the discharge position, and also being
movable simultaneously with the movement of the bale (14a) to the stacked position (14b), in order to minimise relative sliding movement between
the surface of the wrapped bale (14a) and the support means (19, 19a, 25), and thereby to assist the movement of the bale. <IMAGE>
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